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The Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc. gives permission to all 

bromeliad societies to reprint articles in their journals provided proper 
acknowledgment is given to the original author and the Bromlink, and no contrary 
direction is published in the Bromlink. This permission does not apply to any other 

person or organisation without prior permission of the author. 
Opinions expressed in the publication are those of the individual contributors and 

may not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad 
Society Inc. or of the Editor. 

Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the information in their articles. 
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A big HELLO to our new members 

Sally Schlimmer, Katrina Simmons, 

Kerry Tate, Paul Turvey, John Byth, 

Doug McQuinn, Lynette Kay, 

 Edith and Kim Vereckei,   

Teddy & Beth Cooling, Patricia Darcy, 

Len & Olive Trevor, Rebekah Trevor, 

Ross Gersekowski and Marcellus 

Formosa.  GCSBS would like to 

welcome you to the society and we 

hope to see you at an upcoming 
meeting. 
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www.gcsbs.org.au       

https://www.facebook.com/groups/GCSBS/   
 
 

Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. (GCSBS)                                    
PO Box 452, Helensvale Plaza, QLD 4212 
 

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE  

President John Hodgkinson 
gcsbs.president@gmail.com 
Ph: 0418 623 202 

Vice President Rosie Kelly gcsbs.vp@gmail.com 

Secretary, Treasurer & 
Membership Enquiries 

Shane Weston 
gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com 
Ph: 0408 247 208 

Other Members 
Suz Baker, Diane Monk, Wendy Perske, 
Graeme Synold, Peter Wright & Noreen Wright 

SUPPORT TEAM  

Bromlink Editors 
Rosie Kelly & 
Glenn Wilkinson 

gcsbs.editor@gmail.com 

Onsite Meet & Greet Kathleen Henderson & Diane Monk 

Competition Convenor Noreen Wright 

Onsite Sales Coordinator Wendy Perske     

Onsite Sales Table Bookings Jen Burrows gcsbs.sales@gmail.com 

Onsite Sales Team 
Various member volunteers each month 
Barcodes: Silvia Nelson & Heather Condon 

Onsite Sales Support Rob Kelly & Graeme Synold 

Offsite Sales Coordinators Wendy Perske & Peter & Noreen Wright 

Kitchen Coordinator Suz Baker 

Librarian Tania Barter 

Raffle & Plant Minding Julie Burnett & Janette Fowler 

Plant Stewards Graeme Synold & Peter Wright 

Patron Bobby Powell 

Life Members 
Narelle Aizlewood, Wendy Hansen,  
Mary Nicholson & Neville Ryan 

 
 Send your photographs for consideration for publication or even as the front 

cover feature! Articles for consideration for publication are also VERY 
welcome….email the Editor. 

 

Current Volunteers 

file:///C:/Users/Shane/GCSBS%20General%20Google%20Drive/Shanez%20Stuff/President%20-%20SW/March%20&%20April%20Bromlink%20-%20My%20Contributions/www.gcsbs.org.au
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PRESIDENTS PAGE…. 

                                                                                          
 
 
 

We continue to make progress towards a sort of normality. In several ways, our GCSBS is 

back to the level of activity that we had prior to March 2020, when the world changed 

dramatically. 50 members attended the June general meeting to hear Rebekah Trevor 

present her views on bromeliads and on her life story so far. About 20 visitors came along 

to buy plants. We had ten tables of sale plants, not yet back to the pre-COVID level. We had 

an excellent selection of raffle plants. GCSBS is currently buying most of the plants for the 

raffle. The popular vote competition attracts an excellent range of high quality plants – both 

succulents and bromeliads. We have had several shopping centre sales events with very 

good results for the sellers and for the GCSBS. 

This month at the 24 July general meeting, we will have our inaugural Christmas in July 

afternoon. We will provide tea and coffee, and members will bring their own food. We will 

also have Brad Prestwich as our presenter; Brad grows a range of genera, including Hechtia 

and similar spiny plants. Another highlight of the afternoon will be the raffle of plants, both 

bromeliads and succulents, to the total value of $1,000. I hope that you will join us on 

Saturday 24 July to help make the day a great success. 

Our Annual General Meeting will be held at our 24 September general meeting. At this 

meeting, elections will be held for the Executive and Committee positions. Your elected 

officers and Committee have worked very hard to keep the GCSBS running during the past 

year and a half, but some positions will be vacant. 

1. President: I have been President for the past 3 years. I can not, and will not, stand for any 

position this year. Under the constitution, a person can be president for only 3 consecutive 

years. I have greatly enjoyed being your president, but it is time for someone else to take on 

the role. 

2. Secretary: For the past several years, Shane Weston has been Secretary, Treasurer, and 

Membership Officer, plus various other volunteer positions, and he has done a marvellous 

job for the GCSBS. Shane has told us that he will not nominate for the position of Secretary 

this year. 

3. All other Executive and Committee positions will be declared vacant – Vice-President and 

up to 6 Committee Members. The people currently in those positions can re-nominate. 

All societies are currently having a difficult time finding people to help run the organisation. 

I am asking every one of our members to seriously consider taking on a role to ensure the 
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future of the GCSBS. Think about what would happen if we do not have an Executive and 

Committee: the GCSBS would disband, and all our funds would be handed to another 

organisation. All the work that went into raising those funds for the benefit of GCSBS 

members would be wasted. And there would not be a society on the Gold Coast that would 

help people grow bromeliads and succulents. 

If one of you cannot take on a particular role alone, then it would be possible to have two 

people sharing the tasks. 

The future situation could be even worse: if we do not get a Secretary, the GCSBS would 

have to close. According to the Act of Parliament under which we operate, an incorporated 

association MUST have a Secretary. There is no way around that requirement. 

So I am asking for your help. If you want the GCSBS to continue to exist, help us find people 

to help run it. It is not a solo job; lots of people would help you to do it. 

I look forward to being a part of the GCSBS for a long time to come, but it is time for others 

to step up and take on leadership roles. We have a great association.

John Hodgkinson 

This day is for the newer members of our Society to help them understand bromeliads a 
little better.  So, if you are a ‘Newbie’ you will be very welcome to join us for a day of fun, 
and hopefully we will be able to share some of our knowledge with you.   
 
9.00 a.m.   Tea/coffee  -  Registration 
9.30 a.m. Session I  -  Different Genera 
10.00 a.m. Session II  -  Growing from Seed 
10.30 a.m. Morning Tea 
11.00 a.m.   Session III  -  Potting and Propagation 
11.30  a.m. Session IV  -  Fertilizing, Watering Light and Pest Prevention. 
12.00 noon   Conclusion / lunch. 
 
Our Back to Basics Day will be held at Greg and Narelle Aizlewood’s home  -  15 Royal Palm 
Drive, Steiglitz.  Home phone  55461161,  Mobile  0419103628. 
Members will need to bring a chair, coffee cup and something yummy to share for Morning 
Tea – small serve please.  The hosts will supply a platter of mixed sandwiches and 
tea/coffee for lunch for any members that would like to stay and chat.   Please ring to 
confirm your intention to attend to help with the numbers wanting to stay for lunch. 
We have not held a Back to Basics day since 2018 so we are looking forward to a lot of new 
faces. 
 
Greg and Narelle Aizlewood. 
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July 2021  
9th/10th/11th  Qld Garden Expo, Nambour - GCSBS bus trip on the 10th. 
14th  GCSBS Committee meeting, Helensvale Community Centre, north 

meeting room, 10am. 
 

24th  GCSBS General meeting, Helensvale Community centre. 12noon. 
Xmas in July. Free members raffle, Guest speaker is Brad Prestwich 
presenting “Sangas Spineys”. Plants of the month are Dyckia, 
Hechtia, Puya and any succulent. 
 
 

August 2021  
5th GCSBS Committee meeting, Helensvale Community Centre, north 

meeting room, 10am.               
 

28th GCSBS General meeting, Helensvale Community centre, 12noon. 
Guest speaker is George Stamatis presenting “Growing beautiful 
foliage Vriesea” and “Dentate scale on Tillandsia”. 
Plants of the month are Vriesea, Billbergia and any succulent. 
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Ceiba speciosa, formally known as 
Chorisia speciosa is a beautiful large 
succulent tree native to tropical and 
sub-tropical rain forests of South 
America.  This tree grows very well here 
in our Northern NSW clay soils. Flowers
annually and readily sets seed.  Its 
common name is silk floss tree, 
indicative of the floss in the seed pods. 
It grows incredibly fast and makes a 
lovely shade tree.  It will drop an 
occasional branch and when this 
happens the tree will heal itself, 
growing new bark over the wound 
where the branch came from. The 
fabulous thorny trunk expands as it 
takes up water and contracts in drier 
times. If you don't have room in your 
garden for this giant succulent, then it 
can be grown as a bonsai specimen, but 
make sure you grow it in a concrete pot 
as it shows little regard for plastic pots 
and will be busting out of them on no 
time!! 
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Adenium swazicum   
Habitat east coast of Southern Africa. 
Here it is relatively hardy, growing in a 
full sun situation in open, freely 
draining potting mix. 
This plant is rarely offered for sale as it 
is incredibly difficult to pollinate. 
You may see it grafted onto other 
Adeniums if at all. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Cleistocactus samaipatanus   
Native of Brazil, can grow to 1.5mt. 
It happily thrives here, taking all the 
rain and humidity. I grow it  
as a garden plant and find it to be 
totally maintenance free and it 
has several flowerings throughout 
the year. 
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As you will read in Margaret’s story 
she has been busy hybridising over 
many years and currently has 312 
hybrids, of different genus registered 

on the BCR. I met Margaret and her husband Bill back in 2007, and when it comes 
to hybridising I am yet to find a more passionate and creative person. After visiting 
her for the first time something really stood out to me, and that is how Margaret’s 
plants always look happy, the plants glow and her colours are outstanding. 
Margaret has a series of impressive shade houses on her acreage property and they 
have been designed with their own automated features to control both heat and 
light. Margaret is well known for her plant Neoregelia Jewellery Shop, which was 
registered back in 1996. This plant proved to be a great success for her, and she has 
since gone on to use Jewellery Shop 
extensively in her breeding program. 
Margaret’s passion for her plants has 
certainly not dwindled, and she is 
still as enthusiastic and delightfully 
excited as ever. Margaret will often 
name her plants after people or 
places and I enjoy listening to 
Margaret’s stories and how she 
names them.                               
Chances are, you will grow one of 
Margaret’s plants, but if not, take a 
look either at sales, or on the BCR to 
see what beauties are available 

 
 
I was born in Bundaberg in the 1940’s 
and grew up on a cane farm. Life was 
not easy – my father expected my two 
brothers and I to work on the farm 
from an early age – driving tractors, 
cutting cane, moving irrigation pipes, 
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weeding – there was always lots to do and it 
was expected to be done ‘right’.  
 
My earliest fond memories are of gardens 
and flowers and nature – insects and native 
animals. I was fascinated and happiest in the 
natural environment. 
 
My mother grew lots of vegetables and had a 
flower garden around the house. She grew 
plants we called pineapple lilies and another 
we had no name for under the front steps of 
our home with the maiden hair ferns. These 
two plants fascinated me – the structure and 
colour – I used to pick the flowers and put them in vases. It was many years later that 
I realized these plants were in fact my first experience with bromeliads – they were 
Billbergia pyramidalis and Billbergia nutans. 
 

I soon had my own flower garden and at about 
age 10, I started collecting succulents. But as I 
had no money, I was fortunate to have friends 
who gave me pieces to grow. And again, due to 
being 10 and not having any finances, I had no 
money to buy pots. So, as they say ‘necessity is 
the mother of invention’ - I would go to the 
local dump and collect paint tins; cans, any 
type of container, which I would then take 
home, clean and turn into pots for my 
succulents. 
 
My obsession continued and a year later at the 
ripe old age of 11, I convinced one of my 
brothers to help me build a small plant house. 
We scrounged around the farm finding old 
palings and timber; and managed to construct 
a home for my plants. Now I could start 
collecting in earnest. I found all sorts of indoor 

Cryptanthus Norma 

Tillandsia Ormesby 
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plants, not knowing the names of most; 
but some of my favourites were a few 
Cryptanthus. 
After school and before being married for 
about 6 years, I worked as a laboratory 
chemist in a number of different sugar 
mills from Cairns to Maryborough. This 
work involved checking all the loads of 
cane as it came into the mills. It was 
interesting work, but best of all gave me 
an opportunity to see new plants and 
send plants home to add to my 
collection. By this time, my parents had 
extended the plant houses and were 
growing orchids themselves. 
 
I was very keen to collect more 
Cryptanthus but they were hard to source 
at this time. Even now, I still have a soft 
spot for Crypts and would have loved to 
have done more hybrids if only I’d had 
more room! 
 

I even met Bill (my husband and the other love of my life) because of plants. My Dad 
had met this “Bill Paterson” fella who was interested in Orchids and soon a romance 
blossomed resulting in our marriage in January 1965. 

 

Before Bill and I were married we became friends with Don and Dell Patterson; we 
are not related! (They had two “t’s” and we have one “t” in Paterson.) They were 
early members of the Australian Bromeliad Society and travelled from their home in 
Coffs Harbour to Sydney just to attend the meetings – super effort back in those days. 
Their friendship really was the beginning of my Bromeliad education. 
 
Don would pack up any spare Broms he had and send them to me on the train. It was 
always a great thrill to open the parcel as I never knew what would be inside and Don 
always enclosed descriptions of each plant – and thus my education into the world of 
Broms began. 
After Bill and I married we lived in Gympie where he was a high school teacher. We 
never left Gympie – it would have been too hard to move all our plants. Not only 
were there all my Bromeliads but Bill was an avid Orchid grower. He was an orchid 

Neil and Margaret with Vriesea Gympie 
Illusion 
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judge for over 40 years and even taught judging classes. So, the greenhouses just got 
larger the longer we lived in Gympie – and continue to grow larger still today. 
A fantastic mentor to me was Grace Goode of Alexandra Headlands, she did many 
Cryptanthus and Neoregelia hybrids which inspired my own. And I enjoyed collecting 
the ones she had done. When my sons, Grant and Neil, were quite young they started 
to help me with the pollination and hybridising. Most of the plants we hybridised 
turned out quite colourful. I don’t know if that was good or bad, but it encouraged 
me to do more. 
Many Brom people encouraged me to name and register the Tillandisa hybrids but I 
was just happy ‘playing’ with them. Eventually, they wore me down and I started 
registering them; naming them after the districts surrounding Gympie and I am now 
having to go further and further away to find the names. I enjoy watching the tiny till 
plants grow 
Some take many years, up to 25 years; to flower. My sons continue to encourage me 
to hybridise and put down more seed. But I think the seed I put down now, will need 
to be flowered by them. My plants have been a life saver during hard times – just to 
go out and talk to my plants and do some “potting up” – really helps. 
 
 

 
Tillandsia Anderleigh  
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Tillandsia Imbil  

 

 
Cryptanthus Tartan 
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Grant and Fiona are moving to Gympie to look after my collection. And Neil and Lisa 
have started their own nursery close to Gympie growing indoor foliage. I thought the 
boys may never look at another plant; given they were inducted into the nursery so 
young; but surprisingly, both have made plants their careers. 
 
 
Growing Broms has been a big learning experience – a lifetime of learning. When I 
started there were no books, no internet nor anyone nearby to help – it was all 
learning by trial and error. However, throughout the years as the Broms have gained 
popularity, I have had the pleasure of meeting and becoming friends with many 
collectors and growers.   
In more recent years, the Bromeliad Conferences I have attended have been very 
enjoyable and informative. It’s fantastic to meet other breeders, growers and 
collectors. And now days I get great pleasure in helping newcomer growers to 
discover the joys of growing and breeding bromeliads. 
 
Bromeliads have been my Life. 
Margaret Paterson. 
 

 

Neoregelia Jewellery Shop 
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A Moment with...    

Barbara Stutz     

We visit the waters edge with one of my favourite 
growers. Barbs open garden growing style is not for the 
faint of heart, there are no safety nets and as the 
saying goes – fortune favours the bold and the sun 
certainly does shine on Barbara’s Bromeliads. 
 
1 How did you get started growing? 
I have always had a love of all things nature, and at one 
stage I was growing orchids. On my Gold Coast suburban 
block I had quite a large set up with a shade house. My 
neighbour Helen was a member of the GCSBS and she encouraged me to come along 
to a meeting, which back then was held in Southport. It was pretty much love at first 
sight, and I was hooked  
 
2 How do you grow or display plants? 
My plants are primarily grown in pots in the garden with no protection. My block 
faces east/west so I pretty much have sun all day. In summer it’s difficult with no 
protection, and the plants can get burnt, but some have learnt to adapt. In the winter 
my plants do really well enjoying the light and the humidity my waterfront block 
offers. 

My back patio holds the plants that need 
some extra protection, while around the pool 
is filled with sun lovers that get dynamic 
colour 

3 Favourite plant? 
“Oh, that’s hard. Can I pick a favourite 
genus?” No you can’t Barb, come on, just 
pick one, we all want to know                                                               

Neo. Cracker Night. A stunning large growing 
variegate that Peter Tristram created. I love 
it because of the colours and they are always 
nice. Sometimes the pups come off a bit 
different to the mum, but I love them all. 
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4 What do you wish you knew when you first started growing? 
I wish someone would have explained to me about different clones. I have wasted a 
lot of time and money chasing plants that have disappointed me. Just because a plant 
is named as such, it may not necessarily be the best example or best quality of that 
plant. It’s something that is really important to me. 
 
5 Best piece of advice you have been given either in life, or to do with your plants?   
In life- Life goes by quickly… enjoy it 

Plants – If a plant isn’t doing well, change something. Whether you need to change 
its position, feed it, re pot it or water it. If you are not getting results with what you 
are doing, then ignoring it won’t help. 

6 Surprise fact about me                                                                                                            
I backpacked around Asia when I was 21, living on $1 a day. I lived in Switzerland for 
7 years and I won the Fiji Tennis Tournament in 1980 and also won the Mixed 
doubles

 

      

 

Neoregelia – RC20 Ray Coleman Hybrid 
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The next stop in our adventure of Growing in Australia takes us to Melbourne 
where Bromeliad grower Roland Anthony tells about packing up life in the Sunshine 
state and moving to Melbourne, with a car load full of Broms and a mind full of 
dreams who says you can’t grow tropical plants in Melbourne. Not Roland!!! 

 

The suburbs of Melbourne differ as much as it’s seasons and weather. Despite this, I 
have been fortunate enough to grow a range of bromeliads successfully in 
Melbourne. My passion for bromeliads began in 2006, after bringing several home 
from the Rocklea Markets in Brisbane. Not only did the patterns and colour appeal to 
me, but also the endless variation in form, size and shape. I amassed hundreds upon 
hundreds of Broms, sometimes culling plants only just to repurchase the same plant a 
couple of years down the track. I feel fortunate to be a part of the rise in popularity 
that broms had in the online space. Everyone was clamouring on eBay to purchase 
the first releases of Neo. ‘Blushing Tiger’, ‘Hannibal Lector’ and ‘Skotak’s Tiger’. I am 
sure many first born’s were sold to pay for them. Additionally, green Vrieseas, which 
by today’s standard are nothing to look at, required the trade of a body organ, with 
kidneys or lungs in high demand. Those years were the beginning of many happy 
times with very early mornings heading to shows and sales, hours spent hanging 
around ‘The Olive Branch’, society meetings, bromeliad camps, and time spending 
forming great friendships that last to 
this day. On a normal morning I 
require the sound of thunder, or the 
shaking of an earthquake to arise 
from my beauty sleep, however, if a 
brom sale was on I was up with a 
sparkle in my eye at any time that 
was needed. I live one of the brom-
lovers mantras – ‘the early bird gets 
the worm’, or, in this case ‘the brom’. 
 
In 2017, life knocked on the door and 
said I should move to Melbourne. I 
culled my collection to a small hand 
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few… with anything purple to be 
top contenders to survive the 
cull. A few went to my parents 
home to be placed amongst the 
garden for possible rescue at a 
later date should the 
circumstance allow. My small 
collection travelled in the car 
from Brisbane to Melbourne. My 
intention was to grow them in a 
small Bunnings greenhouse 
when I became established 
somewhere in Melbourne. It 
was the beginning of winter and 
during the time of recovery from 

the big move, I potted my plants comprising of all Neos, and sat them on my balcony 
ready to do something with when I had more energy. Fortunately, I survived my first 
winter in Melbourne, forgetting about the broms as I wasn’t leaving my warm bed 
unless I absolutely had to. Like me, the broms survived too, and in a way I hadn’t 
expected. There seemed little difference to how they would be in Brisbane. They 
weren’t getting much protection, nor were they being kept warm in a hothouse or 
anything like that.  
 
Fast forward four years later, and with a collection of a few hundred broms, I have 
learnt much more about their cultivation in colder conditions. Of the popular genera, 

it seems Neos, Vriesea, Billbergia and some 
Aechmea are happy in my Melbourne 
conditions. Aechmeas have proven tricky, with 
rot being the major issue (outdoors). However, 
it is clear from other people’s experience that 
some can be acclimatised over time, and if not, 
be wintered in a hothouse. I am successfully 
able to grow Ae. ‘Roberto Menescal’ through 
such a method. 
  
I can say the following would be my top tips 
and observations regarding growing broms in 
areas of Melbourne. In general, more control 
needs to be exercised over annual nursery 
practices: 
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 Plants require good drainage through quality coarse potting mix. 

 Plants need protection from winds commonly experienced in Melbourne, if 
only for the main reason to stop them falling over and flying all over the place. 

 Small (immature) pups will struggle if not established before winter and may 
rot. It is advisable to only purchase broms in the warm months (I give advice, 
but rarely do I follow it). 

 No purchase of Aechmea in winter. I’m not even sure a hothouse is enough for 
them. Too much of an adjustment? 

 Quilling is more common due to the lack of humidity. One or two drops of dish 
washing liquid in the watering can with a bit of manual leaf separation is 
enough to remedy the problem. 

 Plants grow somewhat slower, and pups growing on mothers are considerably 
slower. Neo. ‘Sandy’ (yes purple), was one of the plants I bought down from 
Brisbane. It flowered around the same time I arrived in Melbourne. Only now, 
four years later, the pups from mum are a good decent size (still on the mother 
plant). I am sure this is not typical, but points to a good fertiliser regime to 
push pups along and just for general plant growth.  

 
These are my standard tips and observations. Providing these fundamental are met, 
broms are easily grown in Melbourne, something I am very thankful for – even if my 
wallet isn’t! Coming back to my opening point, not all conditions with Melbourne are 
the same, let alone for the rest of regional Victoria. Adjustments to cultivation need 
to occur to accommodate these difference. However, here’s to seeing broms growing 
all around our vast country! 

 
 
 
 
Photos are of broms 
growing year round 

in my Melbourne 
garden without 

protection. 
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David, grew up in Levittown, 
Pennsylvania, USA, in what they call a 
bedroom community. This is primarily a 
suburb where there are no jobs, it is 
purely residential and everybody works 
in a city nearby. Levittown was built post 
WW2 and houses were built in 
prefabricated parts, identical to each 
other, except for the exterior colours 
and the aspect. It was certainly unique 
for its time, and In fact a song written by 
Pete Seeger called “Little Boxes”, was 
written about David’s home town. 
Residents (who are sometimes called 
Levittowners) were  
first expected to comply with a lengthy list of rules and regulations regarding  
the upkeep of their homes and use of their property. Two of these "rules"  
included a prohibition on hanging laundry out to dry on Sunday and not  
allowing homeowners to fence off their yards.  
David’s father worked in Philadelphia for the government and in his spare 
time was an avid vegetable gardener. When I questioned David, as to 
whether his love of gardening came from his Father, he responded, ”I 
suspect there may be a genetic component or predisposition towards 
gardening, but as a young man I was not at all interested”. 
David left home at the age of 17 and moved 5000 miles away to Hawaii to 
start at collage 
 

Fantastic Gardens Hawaii looks amazing. Can you tell us more about your nursery? 
I started my college career in 1967 and graduated in 1979. I had 3 different majors 
and a very good time getting my undergraduate degree. I started the nursery in 1979 
but never grew a bromeliad until I was given one in the early 80". In 2017 our nursery 
had 20+ acres of production space and 50 employees. We sold that nursery in April of 
that year. Fantastic Gardens Hawaii had been formed several years earlier to be my 
retirement and hobby vehicle.  

Vriesea Jade Lotus 
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Fantastic Gardens Hawaii is located in Waimanalo Hawaii which we consider to be 
about the best place in the world to live. We grow a variety of food crops more for 
fun than anything else and I have a half acre hobby shade house where I grow my 
bromeliad hybrids and also have my collection of aroids. Mostly, I have my Vriesea 
hybrids but I also have a small collection of Tillandsia, with some in production, and 
aroids, many of which I've had for 40 years. My first hybrids were among aroids.  I 
was lucky enough to be given a collection of plants by a very nice lady collector, 
Dorothy Henkel.  
 
 In Australia we are particularly enthralled by the wonderful colours you get in your 
Vriesea. What made you specialise in Vriesea as opposed to other genus? 
Ignorance and stubbornness.  Vriesea are slow.  When we started the business, we 
had no money except for a small loan from my mother-in law. So, we couldn't afford 
to purchase plant material. I could collect and plant seeds. We grew the business, 
initially, as Spathiphyllum growers and grew a variety called Tasson. When I was given 
a Tillandsia cyanea by my landlord, I discovered I could pollinate it and grew those 
from seed. I had made some Spathiphyllum and other aroid hybrids by that time and 
loved growing from seed. It's like Christmas every day with new plants coming up.  
We moved from Oahu to Hawaii 
island in 1988 and I connected with 
David Shigii. I purchased a tray of 
seedling Tillandsia from him and 
there was a Vriesea volunteer in it. 
That is when I discovered foliage 
Vrieseas. From there it was only 
natural to grow them from seed and 
I had already been bitten by the 
breeding bug. My first hybrid was a 
Red Chestnut x Polemanii cross that 
was registered by Denis Cathcart as 
Green Chestnut. At that point in 
time I had no clue about registration 
or that anyone would be interested 
in my hybrids. I was just selling 
them as regular foliage plants 
without names. It was only later 
that I became aware that others 
were interested in what I was doing 
and that they had any real value.  

Vriesea Guava Chiffon 
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When creating a new hybrid, what factors do you take into consideration? How do 
you choose what to cross? 
When I began hybridizing, it was just a journey of discovery. If I cross these plants 
what will be the result? Then when I had a better idea of what plant transmitted what 
particular characteristic, I became more intentional. Did I want tall, wide or red, etc.?  
Mostly, especially in the beginning, it was to grow out large populations of each cross 
and make selections based on a primitive selection criteria. Does it survive? Does it 
grow fast? Is it appealing to my eye or my sense of what the market wants? If it isn't 
fast does it have redeeming characteristics making it worth growing on? How much 
space do I have for this cross? Is it variegated?  
This process starts at about 1 year in the seedling tray for the first culling. Then they 
are planted into cell trays usually 128 or 98 cells (about 2-3 cm in diameter). They 
would grow for another year in that tray and then be shifted up to 10 cm pots for a 
year, then into 15 cm pots for the last year. This is where I would make the second 
major culling. Out of several hundred or more I would select perhaps 10 plants to 
grow on. At this stage you still don't really know how good or bad they will be, but 
you have some idea. I've culled plants that I thought were not quite good enough and 
put them into my landscape and later dug them up because they turned out great. I 
still have some plants that I haven't registered I made in 2009.  I’ve sold off many I 
should have registered. 

 

Vriesea Tulip 
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What does the future look like for David Fell? 
As for the future, I'll keep doing some crosses but there are not that many I'm anxious 
to do. I have a couple of plants that I want to work with but I don't have the space to 
grow large populations so I am much more selective and throw more away. Also, 
since I'm not as young anymore, I'll be doing more breeding in faster crops. I tried a 
bunch of Alocasia crosses in the last year with nothing to keep from them yet. I have 
Aglaonema seedlings that I grew out and made selections from pictum tricolor and 
named a few. I'm a sucker for seedling production because I like looking for the 
different plant in the group. You just never know when you will find something useful. 

Vriesea Luscious Lady 
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What plant/ hybrid are you most proud of creating and why? 
I'm often asked which my favourite is and I usually tell people that my hybrids are like 
children, it's hard to have a favourite. Most have their own individual beauty and or 
redeeming characteristics. One of my hybrids that has travelled far and wide and I’m 
often asked which is my favourite and I usually tell people that my hybrids are like 
children, it's hard to have a favourite. Most have their own individual beauty and or 
redeeming characteristics. One of my hybrids that has travelled far and wide and 
been a parent to many others is Vriecantarea Merlot.  
A Vriesea cross that I did in 2004 resulted in a bunch of great plants. They are among 
some of the most popular; Abigail Jean, Wild Jean, El Dorado, Abigail Gold, Gold 
Fellow all came from the same original hybrids, most were sports From Abigail Jean.  
They are vigorous, have great colour and can change looks depending on the light. 
 
There is wonderful work being done in Australia and NZ by talented people. I'm 
deeply honoured to be thought of in their ranks.  I look forward to seeing what will be 
produced by the next generation of Vriesea breeders. 
 

 

Goudaea Snow Queen 
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Aechmea alba is a bromeliad 
species which was first described 
by Mez in 1892. It was named for 
its white flowers. It belongs to the 
Aechmea subgenus 
Macrochordion. Some other 
related Macrochordion species 
are Ae. bromeliifolia, Ae. 
lamarchei, and Ae. triangularis. 
Ae. alba is endemic to the 

Brazilian states of Bahia and Minas Gerais, where it grows in shrubby rainforests – 
mostly as a terrestrial i.e., ground grower rather than epiphyte. 
This species has gone through a confused identity crisis. Some bromfolk may have 
acquired this species labelled Aechmea pabstii – which was considered correct at one 
stage. However, according to those in the know, and the current bromeliad taxonomy 
list, that name is no longer valid. Aechmea alba is correct…for now.  
This is a hardy bromeliad suited well for growing in the warm temperate to sub-
tropical garden. Due to its sprawling habit on trailing stolons, it is happy to establish 
along the ground, versus in pots or as an epiphyte. The offsets form along the lateral 
stolons. My clumps have survived drought, flood, and frosts over time, without a 
blemish. It clambers amongst other garden plants, without causing much notice. Its 
bright green leaves turn lime and more compact in very bright light, or it is just as 
happy in dappled shade, with darker, longer leaves. 
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It is the flamboyant, eye-catching inflorescence of this non-demanding species which 
makes it a winner in my garden. The brilliant red peduncle bracts emerge from the 
red-tinged, green vase, enclosing the hidden treasure. They unfurl dramatically to 
reveal a tight white cob, with intricate patterning and texture. Then from the bottom 
of the cob, the white petals emerge daily, quickly turning black. The peduncle bracts 
will start to fade before the cob has finished blooming. It is a short, but spectacular, 
display. 
The conservation status of Aechmea alba is ‘Near Threatened’ (IUCN, 2001) - another 
good reason to grow this ‘show-pony’ Aechmea. 
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 May 2021 

 Succulent 

1st Monodenium sp. – Karen Rafter 

2nd Zygocactus – Keryn Simpson 

3rd Parodia magnifica – Alfonso & Gilda Trudu 

 Bromeliad 

1st Guzmainia lindenii – Rob and Rosie Kelly 

2nd Vriesea Shiny Jewel– Greg & Narelle Aizelwood 

3rd Wallisia cyanea – Karen Rafter 

 June 2021 

 Succulent 

1st Mammillaria hahniana – Peter Perikow 

2nd Albuca spiralis – Gavin Braden 

3rd Peperonia – Dave Boudier & Keryn Simpson 

 Bromeliad 

1st Vriesea John Arden hyb. – Greg & Narelle Aizelwood 

2nd Tillandsia bulbosa – Alfonso & Gilda Trudu 

2nd Goudaea Sons of Tiger Tim – Rob & Rosie Kelly 

3rd Pitcairnia smithiorum – David Shubert 
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GCSBS 2021 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 

 
Notice is hereby given to all members of Gold Coast Succulent and Bromeliad Society Inc., that the 
2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) will be held at 1230pm on Saturday, September 25th, 2021. 
This AGM will be held at the Helensvale Community Centre (South Hall), Discovery Drive, 
Helensvale, QLD. All Management Committee positions will be declared vacant at this AGM and 
therefore nominations are called from any financial member (as on 25th Sep) to stand for election 
to these positions. 

Nominations are welcome for: 
- President 

- Vice-President 
- Secretary 
- Treasurer 

- Six General Committee Members 
Nominations must be detailed on a nomination form available from the Secretary, Shane Weston at 
gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com. Nominations can be lodged now and must be with the Secretary no 
later than September 11th. Completed nomination forms can be sent by post, email, fax or by hand. 
Further information will be advised to all members closer to the date. At this stage we would 
welcome all members to strongly consider becoming further involved in the operation of their 
Society. 
If you have any questions on the available positions and their associated duties, please contact John 
Hodgkinson (0418 623 202) or Shane Weston (0408 247 208). 

 

 

The aims of the society are:  
 
(A)   To stimulate interest in the conservation, and to promote the culture and development of succulents 
and bromeliads.  
 
(B)  To acquire and disseminate information regarding these plants and to encourage their production 
and propagation. 
 
(C)  To ban totally from our collection any such plants which become noxious. 
 
(D)  To enlighten members and the public on the dangers of cultivating certain noxious species. 
 
(E)  To give exhibitions, arrange field days, and other events, and to make such publications as are deemed 
desirable. 
 
(F)  To associate, affiliate or otherwise join or connect ourselves with similar bodies or societies. 
 
(G)  To make seeds and plants available to members under the control of the Society. 
 
(H)  To foster family membership and members. 

 

mailto:gcsbs.secretary@gmail.com
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